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Abstract
As a fundamentally interdisciplinary sector of study, oceanography spans not only the physical and chemical attributes of large saline aquatic
environments, but also overlaps with biological considerations of oceanic flora and fauna, and incorporates a wide variety of sub-topics, from orbital
wave dynamics, to plate tectonics, to acoustic oceanography. As a major component of the planetary surface, oceans therefore additionally form
a significant component of Earth Science study, particularly in an era of ongoing and accelerating climate change. However, one interdisciplinary
intersection which has largely been hitherto underexplored is that of oceanography’s overlap with the speculative arts, a subset which might be
termed speculative oceanography. This paper intends to address this gap in research by collating and reprising existing speculative oceanography,
in order to identify and codify the broad areas of interest and future study which arise there from. One such area identified, which explores the
oceanographic properties of non-terrestrial large aquatic bodies, is herein termed exo-oceanography, for example. The paper concludes with a call
for greater interdisciplinary co-operation between oceanographic researchers and speculation methodologies.
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Introduction
The parameters of oceanography are perpetually expanding as
our technological capacity to access and comprehend what were
once intimidating and unmappable bodies has increased. The
discipline now extends far and wide, utilizing a range of
methodological practices borrowed from the hard sciences, biology,
geography, climate science and social science in a genuinely
multidisciplinary framework. Nevertheless, the application of
speculative methodological practice has to date been under
examined and underutilized. In an era of climate change and
significant aqua-fauna extinction, it is ever more pressing that a
speculative approach to oceanographic practices is utilized. This
paper, building on methodological practices of pioneers in the field
of meta-epistemological inquiry such as Sokal [1] , Sokal and
Bricmont [2] ,Miller et. al. [3] , Miller [4] , Miller [5] Wilson [6] ,
Baldwin [7] , Baldwin [8] and Smith [9] , while also extending
previous research by Clarke [10] , Clarke [11] , Clarke [12] , Clarke

[13] and Vincent & Clarke [14], aims to reinstate that gap in the
knowledge. Speculative practices about oceanography likely date
back at least as far as early human maritime transport, and certainly
can be noted in Roman inquiries, such as that conducted by Avienus
[15] in the 4th century CE, in which he drew upon the now lost
Massiliote Periplus to review the navigations of the Carthaginian
Himlico from some nine centuries earlier. Avienus [15], and
presumably the lost research upon which he had based his work,
identified by speculation the likely existence of malevolent
subaquatic megafauna, which was later again described in the Irish
Navigatio Sancti Brendani Abbatis and other immram texts of the
eighth century CE , and persisted in the literature of explorers from
England, Holland, Spain and many indigenous cultures of Africa,
Asia and the Americas as reported by the Belgian zoologist Bernard
Heuvelmans [16] and others , right up to the late 19th century. The
subject of non-indigenous subaquatic megafauna was extensively
studied in the 1950s by Professor Alastair Bocker in relation to
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their relationship with rising ocean levels and their ultimate
vulnerability to ultrasonic weaponry. This phylum of research was
not restricted to aquatic megafauna study however. In many North
Atlantic locations, including Iceland, the Faroes, Ireland and
particularly the Scottish islands, identification and classification of
aquatic crypto-hominids, in particular homo halichoerus, or the
common selkie, was widespread for centuries. However, the most
recent field report [17] emanates from America, but may relate to a
colony originally found in Norway. The female homo halichoerus
was much more regularly observed, in keeping with sightings of
other aquatic hominids, such as the widely distributed homo pisces,
which has been observed globally in locations such as Southern
Africa, East Asia, the Mediterranean basin and the Caribbean.
Similar crypto-hominids, such as the Chinese jiaoren, may well
form their own taxonomical classification as homo carcharodon,
though other cryptobiologists consider these to be simply a regional
variant form of homo pisces. The most recent substantial
observation of any homo pisces variant is the Massachussets mass
sighting by Olmstead, as recorded by Lovecraft in [18]. Despite the
sheer volume of cryptozoological evidence in data from before

Roman times, and from almost every continent, the advent of
submarine transportation, trans-oceanic transport via steam, sonar
and a range of other scientific methodologies led to the emergence
of an exclusively empiricist approach to the burgeoning discipline
of oceanography from the late 19th century onwards. However, this
abandoning of the speculative model in relation to the study of
terrestrial oceans was not necessarily consistently followed in
relation to non-terrestrial bodies of water, a field we may describe
as exo-oceanography or astro-oceanography. The early
identification of the lunar maria by Apuleius in the 2nd century CE
is indicative of this, and it was a trend which persisted. Indeed,
though Giovanni Schiaparelli’s much cited study of Martian canali
was predominantly derived from empirical astronomical
observations conducted by telescope, its subsequent interpretation
as canals, and the derived conclusions about Martian civilisation,
was the product of purely speculative methods conducted chiefly
by the American astronomer Percival Lowell among others. There
is, therefore, from the late 19th century onwards, a range of
methodological approaches to oceanography and cognate
disciplines, ranging from the purely empiricist, via hybrid models
such as Lowell demonstrated, to the purely speculative. Notably,
Lowell’s conclusions were challenged not only by empirical
researchers but also by the speculative scientist PK Dick [19].
However, non-empirical approaches tended to predominate,
especially in the exploration of non-terrestrial oceans in work by
Anderson and Vance [20,21]. Of particular note in this context is the
burgeoning study of Venusian oceanography in the research of
French and Zelazny . The particular intersection of astrobiology
and oceanography was pursued predominantly within the Soviet
bloc in the mid-20th century, and Lem’s work in particular on
sentient astrobiological ocean-sized lifeforms , later developed and
documented on film by Tarkovskiy [22], was only belatedly
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acknowledged by the West in 2002. It is likely that Lem’s work
influenced the Federation encounter with the Monean Maritime
Sovereignty , first reported in 1998 [23], and almost certainly
informed the Federation’s discovery of the Dominion Founders’
homeworld, an M-class rogue planet located within the Omarion
Nebula in the Gamma Quadrant, as first reported in 1994 [24].
More recently, Kemp has reported another case of non-terrestrial
oceanic sentience, while Reynolds [25] and [26] has produced
studies of sentient aquatic micro-organism groups in a number of
non-terrestrial oceanic settings. While few incidences of terrestrial
oceanic sentience have been reported in the modern era, they were
plentiful in ancient times, perhaps indicating an extinction event at
some time during early recorded history. In contrast to this, a
hypothesis of ongoing terrestrial oceanic sentience may be
extrapolated from a broad interpretation of the research of Lovelock
and Margulis [27]. Attempts to create non- aquatic biota in the
Atlantic region significantly predated this, though they were
predicated upon technological adaptation to sub-aquatic
environments by land-dwelling hominids, in this case homo sapiens
rather than crypto-hominids. One notable example is the post-war

development of the Rapture city by (construction completed in
1951), at an underwater location at 63° 2’ N, 29° 55’ W,
approximately 433 kilometers west of Reykjavik. However, the
Rapture living experiment was largely destroyed by internal conflict
issues in early 1959. Earlier attempts to institute fully sub-aquatic
hominid living environments had previously been recorded by
Blish [28] and [29]. In non-terrestrial contexts, entirely aquatic
inhabitable extraterrestrial bodies have been posited by both Shaw
[30] and Banks [31] among others. Clarke [32] , and later Clarke
andLee [33] , [34] , and [35] , have additionally reported a case of a
non-terrestrial attempt to circumscribe a non-sentient ocean
within a transport vehicle in a series of related studies. Speculative
examination has furthermore determined the existence of nonwater based oceans, complementing similar empirical research.
Just as the Juno project led by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory has
established the existence of a hydrogen ocean on the surface of
Jupiter – likely the largest ocean of any kind in the solar system – so
hypertext speculators Kevin L Donihe and Carlton Mellick [36] III
have posited the existence of an ocean of blubbery matter located in
central Wyoming, USA. Among the most promising of recent
speculative oceanographic research is the detailed first contact
account of Dr Adaora, a marine biologist at the University of Lagos,
and Mills’ description of an oceanic temporal flux phenomenon
identified at Candorrea. Though temporal variation in water
currents and aquafauna have been empirically examined in relation
to terrestrial oceans, the possibility of the oceans generating
temporal shifts has yet to be fully examined. In a paper such as this,
it is barely possible to dip a toe in the extensive sea of speculative
discoveries which could impact on the field of oceanography. In
conclusion, speculative oceanography offers a wide range of
potential topics likely to open up the field to new interdisciplinary
ways of considering the oceans, their activities and the life they
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contain. From aquatic megafauna, to crypto-hominids, exooceanography, oceanic sentience, sub-aquatic colonisation, nonwater ocean environments and oceanic temporal flux, speculative
oceanography has the potential to plunge our understandings of
the oceans to new and exciting depths [37-46].
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